ABSTRACT
Texas Instruments’ DLP Technology enables highly-efficient, next-generation, full-color, large field-of-view Automotive Head-Up Display (HUD) systems with augmented reality capability. The uniqueness of DLP Technology makes it possible to solve common design challenges of Head-Up Display systems including managing environmental extremes and thermal loading, delivering high brightness and high resolution, and implementing dynamic dimming capabilities. Additionally, DLP projection-based architecture provides flexibility in the optical design needed to create very large field of view virtual displays over the road that augment and assist the driver. This paper includes a brief overview of DLP solid state illumination operation and how the implementation of DLP technology can solve the common HUD design challenges listed above. DLP Technology can be used to create advanced solutions for the future of automotive Head-Up display applications.
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1 Introduction

Texas Instruments DLP® projection is a mature and widely used technology in numerous display applications including: hand-held projectors, conference rooms, and digital theaters. DLP technology is well suited to meet the needs of advanced HUD systems. DLP electronics systems can enable video processing and formatting to meet needs for future HUD systems requiring both graphical and video images. The high-dynamic-range LED control system concept has been demonstrated to meet necessary conditions for day and night viewing. Additionally, optical design implementations based on DLP technology enable greater flexibility to solve optical design challenges, form factor constraints, and thermal load management of future automotive HUD systems.

2 DLP® Electronics System Overview

A concept for DLP Automotive Head-Up Display system would be made up of two subsystems. A video processing and formatting subsystem that utilizes the DLP Controller chip and an LED Control system that utilizes a Piccolo™ MCU. Figure 1 depicts a typical DLP Head-Up Display system application.

The DLP HUD Controller is responsible for receiving and processing video and commands received from an external display graphics processor. It is capable of receiving 24-bit parallel video data at up to a 60-Hz frame rate. The DLP Controller has capability to scale the image to match the DMD aspect ratio, apply de-gamma correction, and perform bezel adjustment, and then formats the data for the DMD PWM processing. The DLP HUD Controller also provides strobe signals that enable Red, Green, and Blue LEDs to synchronize to the data being displayed on the DMD device, resulting in a high-contrast image with high brightness, deeply saturated colors, and extremely fast display rates.

The Piccolo MCU-based LED control system is responsible for precise control of color and brightness across operating temperature and aging of the Red, Green, and Blue LEDs. It also enables high dynamic brightness dimming, which is necessary for use under both bright sunlight and nighttime driving conditions in HUD applications.
The LED control system uses an optical flux feedback scheme based on a hysteretic PWM control method. The controller operates in two fundamental modes: Continuous Mode and Discontinuous Mode. In Continuous Mode (CM), LED light is enabled for the entire output LED enable pulse time in a near DC fashion, continuously maintaining a fixed light level. In Discontinuous Mode (DM), the magnitude of each pulse is controlled by the same hysteretic control loop, however, only triggered pulses of light are enabled. A specific number of pulses per LED are metered out by the DLP Controller. DM enables the use of extremely low output flux levels without sacrificing precision of control.

Elevated LED temperature and LED aging will result in higher current levels to create the desired light flux levels. When the optical flux control loop reaches LED maximum current before reaching the desired optical flux level, the Piccolo MCU senses this condition and responds by proportionally reducing all three LED flux levels until all LEDs are back under optical flux feedback control. In this manner, the system seeks to produce the best picture possible as LEDs age and approach end-of-life brightness levels.

The LED control system receives brightness and dimming control commands from an up-stream control source via an SPI bus input. The Piccolo MCU interprets these commands, and modifies the RGB LED amplitude levels, continuous or discontinuous mode, and configures the DLP Controller over a dedicated I²C bus.

The DLP electronics system is based on automotive-grade components that enable full capability necessary for HUD system operation. The electronics system includes video processing and an LED control system to enable high dynamic range dimming for day and nighttime driving conditions.

3 High Dynamic Range LED Control System Concept

The HUD application requires a very high dynamic range to support a brightness of over 15000 cd/m² during daytime operation, and also display an image at less than 3 cd/m² under very dark nighttime conditions. The HUD system must be capable of maintaining an image with full color depth at the desired white color point with a dynamic range of more than 5000:1. The LED driver control system developed specifically for the automotive HUD application has demonstrated this full range of capability.

The LED Driver control system is implemented using the Piccolo MCU, which manages the LED amplitude modulation for Red, Green, and Blue LEDs, maintains the proper white point, and synchronizes LED illumination with the DLP Controller. The DLP Controller provides high-speed data to the DMD and the associated RGB LED enable signals. Each of the devices selected for the LED Driver control circuit can be based on TI Q1 (designed for Automotive) components, designed to meet automotive standards.

DLP projection systems create full color depth images using pulse width modulation (PWM) of Red, Green, and Blue light. The dimming function is integrated and synchronized within the standard PWM techniques used.

The system uses a hysteretic optical feedback based on the light output from the LEDs. For higher brightness levels, a continuous feedback mode is used to maintain steady state amplitude over the range of time within the bit segment. An example is shown in Figure 2. Continuous mode feedback has been demonstrated to work at a dimming range of 100:1.

![Figure 2. Continuous Mode Dimming](image-url)
The system also employs a discontinuous mode feedback to generate very small pulses of light. This technique allows the dynamic range to be extended to well over 5000:1. An example, of discontinuous mode light pulse is shown in Figure 3.

![Discontinuous Mode Dimming](image)

**Figure 3. Discontinuous Mode Dimming**

Implementing both the continuous and discontinuous modes of operation, the LED control system demonstrates a natural dimming range from 15000 cd/m$^2$ down to below 3 cd/m$^2$. Figure 4 illustrates measured data from a TI concept system.

![Measured White Light For TI Concept System](image)

**Figure 4. Measured White Light For TI Concept System**

In addition to achieving a wide dynamic range, the white point must be maintained. For the implementation in the TI concept system, D65 was chosen for the targeted white point, which is a standard used in most High-Definition Televisions (HDTV). This white point has a target chromaticity value of $x = 0.313$ and $y = 0.329$. As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the measured data across the dynamic range is tightly held near the targeted white point. The total amount of variation from the targeted chromaticity point is less than ±0.01.
In summary, the LED driver control system implemented is based on automotive-grade components that have been demonstrated at a high dynamic range to meet day and nighttime viewing conditions, while maintaining accurate white point control.

4 DLP HUD Optical System

DLP automotive projection systems have characteristics that enable HUD systems with the very Wide Field of View (VWFOV) needed for next-generation augmented-reality displays. DLP has distinct advantages for design flexibility in the optics, mechanical volume management, and thermal management of sunlight.

The goal of a HUD optical system is to present the driver with a virtual display at a viewing distance that may vary from a few meters to far out over the road ahead. This virtual display may contain instrument cluster data such as speed, navigation data, or other real time information to assist the driver. The optics used to create this virtual display typically consist of one to three injection-molded aspheric mirrors depending on the level of optical correction required and the field of view (FOV) desired of the virtual image. An example of a HUD mirror optical design is shown in Figure 7.
The image source for existing automotive HUDs is an LCD panel backlit by an LED array. There are significant limitations that may be difficult for LCD technology to address as the industry increasingly moves toward wide FOV HUDs. DLP Projection technology offers a potential alternative HUD picture generation unit (PGU). The advantage of using DLP technology as an image source for a HUD becomes more significant as the HUD FOV increases. For very wide FOV; HUDs, such as those required for augmented reality displays, DLP may be the only reasonable solution to provide the required brightness and design flexibility for practical implementation into an automobile.

4.1 Optical Design Flexibility

DLP-based HUD systems use an intermediate image plane that can be optimized to allow the HUD mirror systems to mechanically fit into an automobile dash. The intermediate screen size is easily modified by adjusting the throw distance from projection lens and refocusing. The addition of extra distance between the intermediate image and the projection lens of the PGU can allow for a fold in the optical path which may improve the PGU mechanical layout compatibility with available under-dash volume.

HUD mirror optical designs are significantly constrained by various optical and mechanical requirements. The dominant constraints include FOV, image brightness, eyebox size and position, and mechanical envelope. The secondary optical constraints, such as image resolution, vergence, and distortion, are no less important, but only have a subtle affect on the optical prescription. Many of these desired constraints conflict with one another. An example of one of these conflicts is the mechanical compactness of the optical design versus the width of the FOV. The size of mirror closest to eyebox, as shown in Figure 7 (Mirror 2), is completely determined by the size of the FOV, eyebox location relative to the last mirror surface, and the eyebox size. Figure 8 shows an estimate of the size of the final HUD mirror, versus the full field of view (FFOV). The dimensions shown in Figure 8 would refer to the size of mirror 2 in the HUD optical concept of Figure 7.
The remaining mirror dimensions and mechanical folding arrangement are significantly influenced by the size of the intermediate image screen for the HUD mirror optics. Allowing the intermediate image screen size to vary as a design constraint, adds the necessary flexibility to enable very wide FOV systems to be optimally folded into a small enough volume to fit into a dashboard. For example, a larger intermediate image or screen size will require a longer back working distance in the HUD mirror optics. This additional space between the mirrors and the screen may allow for a fold in the optical path which may be a benefit for both mechanical packaging and optical performance.

In the DLP HUD concept, a PGU creates a small magnified bright image of the DMD at an intermediate image screen. This projected screen image is then magnified by the HUD mirror optics to create a virtual display for the driver. The designer of the HUD mirror optics is not constrained by a fixed image size or image magnification as in LCD-based systems. The flexibility of choosing the best magnification or focal length can be of significant benefit to the designer for the reduction of optical aberration, and minimization of the size of the secondary and tertiary mirrors of the HUD design.

For a VWFOV display, such as 15 degrees or higher, an increase in the number of pixels is necessary to maintain eye-limited image resolution. A plot of the minimum resolvable resolution per FOV is shown in Figure 9. DLP-based systems can easily achieve over 1200 pixels enabling over 20 degree wide FOV. Additionally, the size of the intermediate image is independent of the number of pixels, enabling the design flexibility described in this section.
4.2 Thermal Load Considerations

The DLP PGU system is inherently robust in managing thermal loads. The DLP-based PGU has 3 individual RGB LED light sources that can be cooled independently in a remote location away from the intermediate screen and associated sunlight back reflections. The DMD itself is separated from the LEDs allowing the DMD to be independently thermally managed. This is a significant advantage for DLP-based HUD engines since the image generation device (DMD) is thermally isolated from both the HUD intermediate image screen and the source of light generation (LEDs).

Another source of heating in HUD systems is the radiation hitting the image generation device that comes directly from the sun. Sunlight can enter the HUD mirror optics and focus down onto the imager location creating significant localized heating. For today’s LCD based systems, a cold mirror is typically used to help reduce the total amount of solar energy incident on the imager. If not managed properly, this focused solar energy on the imager may be a problem for LCD panels, potentially degrading the performance of the LCD imager. In contrast, the intermediate screen of the DLP-based PGU effectively decouples solar radiation from the imager and electronics. Very little solar radiation will be captured and sent back to the DMD due to the diffusing screen. The diffusing screen at the intermediate image is a passive optical element that can be designed to withstand a high level of solar radiation without loss of performance.

The DMD performance is very robust under thermal loading. For example, image contrast is not affected by the heating of the DMD. The DMD has the ability to maintain its contrast ratio in hot or cold environments.

Therefore, the DLP-based PGU would allow for robust operation under use conditions required by the HUD system.

For HUD systems with large FOV, DLP technology offers clear and unique advantages in performance, thermal management, and optical design flexibility. The ability to create a HUD display source of any size using a DLP-based PGU offers the optical designer additional degrees of freedom to create a HUD optical design that both performs well and fits within the dashboard. Additionally, the isolation of the heat sources make the DMD PGU based HUD system more robust in environmentally challenged conditions. Wide FOV and augmented-reality HUD systems could benefit from the advantages offered by DLP projection.
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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| Medical                      | www.ti.com/medical |
| Security                     | www.ti.com/security |
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| Video and Imaging            | www.ti.com/video |
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